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Traveling Ideas , Changing 


Environments, and Global Currents 


P auline E. Peters (H arv ard Uni vers ity) 

Introduction 

One of the most striking trends in scholarsh ip, research and wr iting f rom 

the latter half of the 20th century to the p resen t 21st century has been a turn to 

·environment'. It is doubly noteworthy in being a trend that cross-cuts disciplines 
\ 

and fields -- science, social sciences, and hu manities. For the soc ial sc iences and 

humanities, envi ronment may constitute a last frontier, or at least the latest one, 

Earlier thresholds important to empirical and theoretical work fostered a broadening 

in scope and deepening of scrutiny. There was a sh ift from a focus on 'great men' or 

ocial elites to one on the common people, the subalterns, those normally invisible 

"nd unheard in history and social science. Another, related shift was to pay more 

attention to gender relations in history and society. Each of these moves p roduced 

both specific subfields of research (women's history, the anthropology of gender, 

uhaltern stud ies), and enrichment of the respective disciplines themselves. The turn 

10 the environment has had similar effects. There are specific products : new subfi elds 

of environmental h istory and environmental anthropology; new bodies of work 

n the historical and cultural production of landscapes, and on the interaction of 

ological processes and human practices in, for example, colon ial ism as well as in 
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contemporary society. And there are the broader contributions to the disciplines. For 

anthropology the e include m re systematic incorporation of ecologi a1 di mensions 

of change into social and cu ltural analysis, and more attent ion given to the spatial 

aspects of socia l identi ty. Addit ionally signi f icant developments in ecologi al 

theory, wh ich ha e questioned th validity of tatic notions of carry ing capacity' 

or 'climax vegetation', and which have turned to notions of variability, volati lity 

and contingency, are a constant reminder to ocia l scientist of the often hidd n 

interconnections among complex proc sses (social and ecological), and the often 

contingent outcomes. Moreover, the turn to environment a a focus or dimension of 

study both foste rs and demands cro s-discipli nary conversation . By defin ition, the 

inclu ion of the environm nt into research entail boundary-crossing. 

Anthropology and hi tory are not strangers to one another -- it' not new for 

anth ropologists to incorporate some historical analysis into thei r tudies though they 

are usually looking to the past to help them explain the pre ent. A I iding the si n 

of 'presentism' (read ing the present into the pa t), anthropologists seek to decipher 

critical events and proce se that have produced the present. This rapprochement 

with h istory was particularl y marked in the anthropology of the 1950s and 1960: 

when the disciplinary fo. liS moved from structural models to approache stressi ng 

ti me-related dynamics, and seeing hange and transformation as normal rather than 

a dis rupti n in a stable structure. ' Similarly, some historians have jncorporate 

cu ltu ral dimensions into their analysis (see E. P. Thompson, Customs in Common ) or 

have lIsed ethnographic, tyle of writ ing a sociat d w ith anthropol gy (see writing 

by Natalie Zemon Dav' or Megan Vaugban). The b undary-cro cing has increased 

ith the turn to the environment. As McNei ll notes from the p rspective of the 

historian: "Environ mental history i about as interdisciplinary as intellectual pursuits 

can get. Prac ti tioners find grist for their mi lls in the harvests of disc iplines from 

anthropology to zoology" (McNeill 2003: 9) . This is eehod by historians of Afric , 

Beinart and McGreg r, who tate that, "environmental history has a long tradition 

of interdis iplinary connections [with] geography, anthropology, archaeology and the 

natural sc iences" (2003 : 5), 

It is now a cliche to note that earlier anthropological monographs regularly reserved the finol 

chapter to 'social change' . 
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Within anthropology, the rapprochement with history has been especia lly 

noteworthy in the subfields of polit ical economy, political ecology, and international 

development stud ies. The increasing salience of env ironmental dimensions of 

research among social scientists in the 1970s and 1980s produced the field of political 

ecology, developed mainly by geographers but now encompassing ecologists, 

anth ropologists, rural sociologists, and others. In the past twenty or so years, writer 

from a range of disciplines have drawn on political economy, political ecology and 

development studies to address ti1e political, economic, historical, and socio-cultural 

dimensions of what has now come to be called globalization. The proliferation 

of mu ltinational corporations and of outsourcing, the rise of powerful national 

economies in Asia (the 'tigers'), the sharply increased movements of capital across 

national bou ndaries, and the accelerated movements of information and images via 

the internet and satell ite media, a11 provide the parameters of a 'global ized' world. 

But other, less celebrated, parameters of this 'new' world include a concentration 

of trade and mobile capital in certain countries and regions , and the concomitant 

marginali zation of others, an increase in disparity of wealth between and within 

countries, and, critical fo r our focus here, an intensification of pressure on and \ 

scrutiny ofthe environment as well as of exploitation of natural resource .... 

This brief setting of the theoretical and political-economic scene now bring 

me to the specific focus of this paper on the intersections among traveling ideas, 

'I1vi ronmenls and global change. The fi rst section discusses an h istorical case that 

has significance up to the present. [t considers how the enclosure of common lands 

in England were interpreted in the 18th to 19th centuries as a necessary evolutionary 

stage in economic progress or, in a later terminology, modernization; how these 

interpretations influenced th inkers and policy-makers in France and Russia on the 

question of appropriate land li se and land rights; how these ideas were applied by 

British colonialists to countries across Africa (and elsewhere) with largely negative 

outcomes that remain today; and how, despite this h istorical evidence, the ideas 

have persisted in misleading the analysis of and policy 011 envi ronments. The second 

.. ~ ction considers the ev idence for the apparent acceleration of exploitation of natural 

resources in the wake of global change, with most emphasis on Africa. Such cases 

how that the tu rn to the environment is a move produced out of key socio-economic 

and political trends across the world over the past fifty-pl us years. 

The paper will show the crucial role ofbistory in analyzing what are considered 
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to be key environmental problems as well a their reign ing interp retations; will 

dem n trate that soci 1 and pol itical historie ' miss an important part 0 process if 

they neglect to consider human-environmental interaction; and that situations often 

labeled environment I degradation or in n ed of protect ion are not predetermined 

by cultu re or by ind ividual rational self- interest but are produced out of specific 

hi tori cal and social condit ion . 

II 	 Understanding Common Lands: Enclosure of the Commons in 
England 2 

The historiography of the English commons and of the 18th century enclosure 

Acts has been c ntentiou from it. begin nings. But the con venti nal view of 

nclosure as n inevi table response to the need for greater efficiency in production 

was well entrenched by the mid 19th century and sti ll dominant in the fi rst half of 

the twentieth century. Accord ing to this view, farmers had seen that "one sheep in 

an enclosure is worth two on a common" and that the overstocking of the commons 

wa due to the lamentable fact that ' that wh ich is every man's is no man's" (Prothero 

1917 cited in Liversage 1945). Trevelyan, an in flu ential British historian of the 

first half of the twentieth century, was one of the popularizers of the view that the 

expansion of agricultural production that fue lled the industrial revolution could be 

seen as the result of enclosure, which had "blazed a trail for the whole world" 

(1944: 381). This "triumphal" vi w (Thompson 1993) had taken form through th 

eighteenth and nineteenth cent uries. As the struggle for ascendancy between the 

rights of owners of private property and the rights to the commons mounted through 

the eighte nth century, it involved legislative and administrative changes by the 

Whig elite and shifts in "definitions at law and in local cllstom" (Thompson ) 76: 

337). The proponents of enclosure developed an aggressive ideological attack 011 the 

commons. As enclosure proceeded, the remaining open commons were condemned 

as inherently stagnant -- "no improvements can be made in any wastes" , and defi ned 

as unregulated -- "a dangerous centre of indiscipline" and " the nest and conservatory 

of sloth, idleness and misery". 3 

2 Much of this section is taken from Peters 199H. 

The citations are from Thompson 1976:339; 1963 :242; and from O .Rackham, The History l f thl: 

Countryside, 1986:297 (as cited in The Ecologist, 22 ,4, 1992). 
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Opponents of the posi tive view of enclosure in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

CI~nturies included David Davies who said enclosure "has beggared mult itudes'" 

William Cobbett who ind ignantly stated that: "Those who are so eager for new 

inclosure seem to argue as if the wasteland in its present state produced nothing at 

all ... [But. in fact i]t goes to the fceding of sheep, of cows .. . and ... helps to rea r, in 

health and vigour, the children of the labourers" ; 4 and the poignant laments of the 

laborer-poet, John Clare.5 The Hammonds, probably the best known critics of tb 

early t\ventieth century. concluded that enclosure was "fatal to ... the small farmer, 

the cottager, and the squatter" (I 911 ). A lthough these writers revealed the dark side 

of enclosure, they did not displace the domi nant view. As we shall see, it was views 

like those of Prothero and Trevelyan that predominated overwhelmingly in colonial 

perspectives. 

In the nineteen-s ixties , a new generat ion of economic historians reiterated 

the triumphal view. They concluded that enclosure increased the demand for labor 

and prov ided "more regu lar and seasonally secure employment" , "it alleviated 

pauperism", " it did not adversely affect the small landowner and tenant farmer", "it did 

not cause out-migrat ion ... and it was conducive to rapid Turalpopulation growth" in 

response to the increased demand for labor (Snell 1985:139). In tUTn, these assertions 

were challenged by a number of historians, including Snell , from the early ]970s on. 

Their conclusions are summarized next. 6 

By the l3th century, a long his tory had docu mented that "common usage" 

based 0 11 "ti me-hallowed custom" had its own standing alongside that of the courts 

of manor or church in jUdging disputes (Thompson 1993: 104, ci ting BirrelJ 1987). 

With the rise of capitalism and the drive towards ag ricultural "improvement" for 

producing surp luses for sale, so "cllstomary usages" and rights in the commons came 

to be defined as obstacles and deprived of same standing in court. Disputes over the 

common resources were dr iven by mounti ng di sparit ies in benefits to be obtained 

.\ Cited in The Ecologist, 22, 4, 1992, from J. Collings 1908. 


5 Some illustrati ve ti nes are: "Inclosure like a Buonaparte let not a thing remain It levelled every 


bush and tree and levelled every hill ... Inclosure eame and tram pled on the grave Of labours rights 

and left the poor a slave ... . Moors ... Where swopt the plover in its pleasure free Are vanished now 

with commons wild and gay ... " . (Cited in John Clare and the Bounds of Cireumstance by Johanne 

Clare. McGil l-Queen's University Press, 1987). 

6 As will be obvious, I rely greatly on the synthesis and commentary by E. P. Thompson (1993). 
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from the commons aJ1d in relative power to obtain them. The landed ari tocracy was 

fencing in forests for their leisure pursuits in bunting and for monetary gain from 

selLing off timber and other products. The growing mban demand for wood, turf, 

small game. sand stone and similar products of the open lands and woods produced 

substantial income for merchants and artisans and promoted escalating levels of 

exploitation and coll usive agr ements betw en forest offic ers and under-keepers" 

and local inn-keepers, butchers and tanners (Thorop on 1993:103). ]n addition, the 

increasingly large-sc Ie commercial production of grain and other crops demanded 

more land that was under excll.lsi e control of the farmers. In the e ways, threats 

to the sustainability of common use were coming as mu b from the big farmers, 

merchants and traders as from the many small p roduc rs and collectors of common 

land resources. 

Resistance to private appropriation of commons and to the cu r ta ilment of 

common right · was perva ive and con tant. R cord for the envi rons of Coventry 

describe "riotous resistance ... to altempts to limit ... rights or to enc! se lands" 

from 142 1 on, right up th rough the e ighteenth century (Thompson 1993:122-3). 

Less violent forms of resistance included the dramatization of old rights that were 

being questioned. "The r gular perambulation of ... the parish ... to make clayme of 

the Lands thereto belonging and to set forth their bou nds" came, by the eighteenth 

century, to entail participants' carrying implements "for the purpose of demolishing 

any bu ilding or fence which bad been raised without permission" in the commons 

(cited in Thompson 1993:1 19). Even more numerous were objections made through 

lobby ingl letters, petitions, destruction f records, and other tactics, all of which 

served to delay som enclosures fo r many years and even "had some say in the terms 

of surrender" 0 the commons (Nees n 1984, in Thompson 1993:120). 

This historiography of nclosur points not only to the abil ity of the holders 

of private property rights to Ilcroach on commons because of superior political 

power, but also to a cultural process entailed in the displacement of the commoners 

and in the parallel rise of the legal political and ideological support for enclosure. 

Centrally involved was the rise of the very notion of property rights in land and the 

growing hegemony of property rights over common usages. The gradual erosion of 

common r ights and the enclosure of the commons did not just displace particular 

uses and users of commons but displaced an entire complex of language, ideas and 

practices engendering legiti mate and authorized rights to common usage. A central 
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motif of this displacement was a distinction made between proper m legaHy upheld 

rights of "property" over land and "mere" usage. The shift was from recogn ized and 

authorized "coincident" use rights of var ious sorts to a priority given to the property 

rights of "owners" over "users". How did this occur? 

A key dimension of the exclusion of poorer, less influential categories of 

commoners was a gradual narrowing in the defini tion of rights-holders and the 

scope of these rights. This appears to have p icked up pace in the eighteenth century. 

Members of the gentry or other highly placed persons tightened the restrictions on 

what people could do in the commons. Around 1720, the lord and lady of a manor in 

Essex informed the poor in their vicinity that, henceforth, they would be allowed to 

lop the trees in Waltham wood for firewood only on Mondays . The poor complained 

that Monday was when they sought to hire themselves out for the week to the big 

farmers, leaving the collection of wood to wet days when there was no work. They 

complained, too, that the lord was trying to reduce their use because he was felling 

timber for sale, using the woods to graze cattle, to plough up new land, and to set 

rabbit warrens (Thompson 1993: 102). 

More significantly, the defin ition of a rightful commoner was increasingly 

narrowed from the mid 1600s through the 1700s. Courts found that broad descript ive 

categories such as "populacy" , " inhabitants" , "parishioners" , "all within this 

manor" were too indefinite. and they limited the rights to use common resources to 

owners or fee-tenants of houses and lands on the groWlds that "there is no li mitation 

... the description of poor householder ... or occupant ... or inhabitant ... is too vague 

and uncertain" (Thompson 1993:132 quoting eighteenth century judgments). Thus 

through centuries of disputes and struggles over land and its resources, users of the 

commons who did not have any other property rights were relegated to "vague" 

categories and their rights reduced to favors or custom that bordered on the illegal. 

Thompson concludes that, "the right of use had been transferred from the user to the 

house'" It became not a use but a property" (1 993:135). 

A major rationale constantly put forward for such narrowed definition of rightful 

users was the need for "improvements" in the lands. In barring mere inhabitants 

rather than owners of hOllses, in the famous Gateward case of 1607, the court also 

noted that, "no improvements can be made in any wastes" (Thompson 1993:130). 

The rationale of mak ing "improvements" , that is akin to the call of "progress" on the 

lips oflater modernizers, was increasingly used to justify the claims of greater rights 
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by lords and others eager to increase their exploitation of the commons. 7 

Pre isely as many rural famili s be arne more dependent on the common 

rsources Lo cobble togeth r a living in the face of declining le els of support from 

modern izing agriculture and small-sca le manufacturing, so th ir cLLstomary rights 

were being redefined as "mere" cllstom as opposed to property right (Nee on 1 89, 

Snell 1985 Thompson 1993). Hi torians like Chamber and Mi ngay, who state 

(1966:97) that, "The occupiers of common right cottages ... who enjoyed common 

right by virtue of thei r tenan y of the cottage, received no compen ation because 

they w re not of course, the owners of those rights" , are therefore accepting "the 

priority of 'the theory of the law' over u ages" which was preci ely the rat ionale of 

the proponents and supporters of enclosure (Thompson 1993: 128). In sum! ary, what 

was taking place was 'a wholesale transfonnation of agrar ian practi ces, in which 

rights are a igned away from user. "t those whose "ancient feudal title" was 

translated' into capitalist property-right" (Thompson 1993:137). 

The next phase of the hegemonic claim of property over -D rmer commons 

was a re i tive shift in empha is [rom casting common usage as an obstacle to 

" improvement" t wards presenting the commons as encouragi ng idleness, vagrancy 

and criminality. Th former commoners were recast as a class 0 inveterate idlers 

who had to be discip1ined into a proper work force for the development of industry. 

In 1769, a wri leT of "Refl ections on the various Advantages resulting from the 

Draining, In losing and Allotting of Large Commons and Common Fields" , referred 

to the users of commons as "buccaneers" who "live at large, and pr y, like pikes, 

upon one another" (Pennington, in Thompson 1993: 163). Similarly, in 1810, a surve} 

called for tb . fur ther 'appropriation of the forest " of Hampshire as "the means 

of producing a number of additional useful hands for agricultural employment, by 

graduaUy cutting up and annihi lating that nest and conservatory of sloth, idlencs 

7 Apart from the works by historians cited in the text, see also the evocative story of the English 

village o f Ulverton told by Adam Thorpe (1992) as a "fictional history" from 1650 to the present. 

The chapler on 17 12 is titled "Improvements" and charts the thoughts and actions of a fa rmer 

experimenting with the new improved ways of agliculture. His diary begins: "My great-grandfather 

enclosea [this sixty acres] to sheep some hundred years ago but I till the greater part of it now, with 

no recourse to the Manor C ourt. Commoners arc the harrow-rest to improved husbandry, is m! 

opinion." T his nicely shows the Ilibbling away of the commons by an inventive group of farmer: 

that was far less visible than the grand appropriations of the Whig e lite but, in total, probably a. 

devas tating to the open commons. ote, 100, how "commoners" arc being recast as a hindrance. 
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and misery, which is uniformly to be witnessed in the vicinity of all commons, waste 

lands and forests" (Thompson 1993:163). 

Here is one reflection of the vie\\' that later was to cast the de mise of the 

commons as due to the reckless overuse by the commoners and its reclamation due 

to the innovative energy of the improvers. It also reveals how preventing com moners 

from using the commons served to turn them into a subord inate class of workers. 

In one case 'where the court ruled against the plaintiffs' claim to a right to glean the 

harvested fields, the judge argued not only that such a practice was "inconsistent 

with the nature of property, which imports exclusive enj oy ment" , but that to 

establish "such a custom as a right wou ld be inj urious to the poor themselves" since 

"their sustenance can only arise from the surplus of productive industry" . The logic 

was that, because their gleaning would reduce the farmer's gain , he would then have 

to reduce his contribution to "the rates of the par ish" , so, in turn, rendering their 

potential claim for parish relief less secure. 

In sum, the proper aspirat ion for the poor was in charity rather than common 

rights. As "the higb tide of enclosure coincided with the political polarisation of the 

1790s, so arguments of property and improvement are joined to arguments of class 

discipline" (Thompson 1993:163). Whereas open commons were said to encourage 

"habits of idleness and dissipation and a dislike to honest labour" , enclosure ensured 

that the poor take "an honest employment, instead of losing time in idleness and 

waste" , and produced a more "respectable class looki ng up to the wealthier classes 

for labour" .8 Precise1y the same ideas were expressed in the antagonism towards 

the Poor Laws that had begun to provide ever more relief to the many displaced 

commoners. Opponents like Reverend Townsend argued in A Dissertation on the 

Poor Laws (1786) that: "The poor know nothing of the motives which stimulate the 

higher ranks to action -- pride, honour, and ambition. In general it is only hunger 

which can spur and goad them on to labour" . For this reason, be saw "nothing ... 

more disgusting tban a parish p ay- table" where the poor came fOJ relief (cited 

in Snell 1985: 123). He concluded that hunger is the most effective guaran tee of 

labor because it is "peaceful, silent and continuous".9 This is the silent partner, 

8 These are commentaries by authors writing from the end of the eighteenth into the mid nineteenth 

centuries, cited by Snell 1985 : 170- 1, 

9 This last statement is cited by PolalJyi 1944: 113-4 and quoted by Platteau ( 1991 ). 
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presumably, of the supposed invi ible hand of the market (see Lubasz 1992). 

At the heart of these long-drawn out historical processes of exclusion is the 

conver ion of common lands to p rivate property. This, in tum was based on a social 

theory that assumes the idea of private prop rty is u niversal and even 'na tural'. 

Hoskin, for example, stated in The Common Lands of England and Wales (1963) 

that, "contrary to V' idespread belief .. . all common land is private pr perty. It belongs 

to someone, whether an indiv idual or a corporation, and ha done 0 from time 

imm emorial " . Thompson illustrate the doubt to be cast on I oskins' claim that 

common I nd had to • belong" to someone by quoting th Russian . rfs who told their 

lord: "We ar yours, but the I nd is ours" . Htis tatement can b linked with other 

refer nces made by English ommoners to 'our" ommons, and to cases that show 

the deep feelings of attachm nt to a locality and the profound sen e of dislocation 

caused by enclosure. What these imply is a very different sense of "belonging" : not 

of a property belonging to someon but of peopl belonging to a place. It is only 

when the notion of prop rty as entai ling rights to things (or places) gains priority 

that th old r ense is turned on its head. rom people belonging to a place and 

hence, havi ng every right to benefi t from ihe place' s bounties, they become people 

who hay no property which b longs to them and, hence, bave no intri nsic right to 

the place' resomces. 

It is from this historical and id olog] al mo e that comes th notion that land 

held in common "belonged" , in Si r William Blackstone 's words , "generally to 

everybody, but particularly to nobody" (cited in Thompson 1993: 161). Blackstone, 

the m t fa mous eighteenth centu ry writer on law, did recognize the rights of Cllstom 

but, according to Thompson, considered [them] les as usages than as properties 

annex d to things" in ways that confotlllded, in Blackstone's own words, "that sole 

and despotic dom inion vhicb one man claim and exercises over the external things 

of the world in total xclusion of the right of any other indivi ual in the universe" . 

Here, the fi nal phase in the transformation of the oncept of property to an exclusive 

and alienable r ight to a thi ng (in III ing land, which is what Blackstone was 

addressing) is patent (Macpher on 1987). 

in su mmary, the erosion of common rights and the dr ive to enclosur m y 

be se n as the era tire of rights based in eu tomary use of belonging and their 

replacement by claims ba ed on property right, and to have taken place through 

so io-political leg I and ideological ill ans. 

:0-
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III Traveling Ideas about Common Lands 

Enclosure was li nked inescapably in the eighteenth century with the "magic 

of property" and with a celebration of English progress - "0 Property! 0 goddess, 

English-born" , as Ambrose Ph ill ips rhapsod ized (Kingston-Mann 1998: 12). 

The political philosopher Adam Ferguson "contrasted civilized peoples with th 

inhabitants of barbarous nations that paid ' little attention to property '" (Kingston

Mann 2003: 10). These ideas were picked up in other countries seeking economic 

'development'. In Russia, which in the late nineteenth into the twentieth centuries 

was "engaged in a life and deatb struggle to catch up with the west" , influential 

people looked to England as the model (Kingston-Mann 2003, quoting Sllanin). The 

apologists for the English enclosures such as William Blackstone and Arthur Young 

were invoked by the likes of the Tsarist Finance Min.i ster Witte in attempts to rid the 

rural areas of the communes. Just as the mytbology around the English commons 

as inherently doomed to ineffic ient and unproductive use fed in to misdirected 

colonial land pol icies (see below), so it supported fundamental misinterpretation of 

the Russian communes. The policies implemented al the beginning of the twentieth 

centur y to privatize communes fai led to achieve an agric ultural revolution and 

failed to demonstrate that private farms were any more "innovat ive, productive or 

profitable" than the commune fa rms (ibid.). Esther Kingston-Mann (2003) also shows 

that these old debates have been resurrected in the post-soviet era where debates 

about the superiority of private owners.hip of land echo those so common in colonial 

and post-colonial Africa (see below). 

The ideas abou t the English enclosure traveled, too, to the colonies. As noted 

above, the dominant interpretat ion of the enclosure of the English commons in the 

first part of the twentieth century was the ' tr uimphal' one in which the enclosure was 

an historical necessity for the agricu ltura l 'revolution' . The tinting of these shifts 

in historiographic empl1asis and interpretation is important for assessing analyse ~ 

and policy applied to commons and land in general in Africa. The 'English model' 

was taken to be universal ly appl icable. Thus, Lord Lugard, a premier architect of 

the British ' indirect rule' form of colonialism, assumed that African systems had to 

fo llow a "process of natural evolution, leading up to individual ownership" (1922: 

280). 1n the 1930s and '405, the heroic perspective of Trevelyan appears to have 

been held by colonia.! officers and others, like Liversage, who helped reconstruct 



African systems of landh ld ing into "communal tenure". Throughout the African 

territor ie , colonial administrators tended to define pr xisti ng ystems of rights in 

land and water as "communal", us ually called "tribal" and, later "native" 

land. Communal tenure was cone ived as tat ic, backward and drag on progress. 

T his view referr d to and repeated th dominant ideology on enclosure. 

Expr ssing the same opin:ion but in a new Language of ent rprise, Li er age 

(in his book Land Tenure in the Colonies, published in 1 45) invoked P rothero's 

v iews on the Engl ish c mmons to explain the ituation in African' communal" 

lands. He states that "no regulation whatever is practised . Consequently there is 

no incentive on the part of any individual to restrict the nu mber of stock turned out 

by hi m. It is th d ire of ev ry individual to amass ea lth in the form of livestock 

... N indiv idual has any incentive to reduce his nu mbers: his own act ion will be 

o no ava il without correspond ing action by others" (1945: 13, 49). T he apparent 

prefiguring of Garrett Hardin's Trage,~y o.l the COI'I'llnons thesis lo reflects the deeply

beld as ump tion that 'communa l" form s of organiz ation smothered individual 

initiative and prevented 'improvem nt" and "progress" . Th is assumption emerges 

in many of the debates do uments and policy approaches of the colonial regimes. At 

the ame ti me, these impos d id as did not have effects separate from the politics of 

colonial ism. Thus over time Africans al 0 spoke of their systems of landholding as 

c 	mmunal' . 

In Bot wana, th d bate formed part of the efforts of til Tswana elite, who were 

big cattle owners, to con ince the colonial administration to promote the drilling 

of de p wells in the 1930s and 1940s. They used the colonial view of 'communal' 

tenure as inhibiting 'progre s' to argue for private owner hip f wells. After political 

independence, the government f Bot wan a r tained not only the label of 'communal' 

for the grazing land' but many of the prej udices against it, as well as a strong pu 'h 

10 	 Hardin (1 968): "The tragedy of the commons develops in thi s way. Picture a pasture open to all. 

It is to be expected that each herdsman will try to keep as many cattle as possibi ... As a rational 

being, each herdsman sccks to maximize his gain . .. . [He J concludes that the only sensible COil .: 

for him to pursue is to add another animal .. . and another ... But this is the conclusion reached b) 
each and every rational herdsman sharing a commons. Therein is the tragedy. Each man is locked 

in to a system wh ich compcls him to increase hi s herd without limit ... Ruin is the destinauon 

towards which an men rush, each pursuing his own interests .. . Freedom in a commons brings min 

to all", 
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towards privatization. This produced the Tribal Grazing Policy of the mid 1970s that 

provided for leased 'ranches' to be carved out of the communal range. The thinking 

behi nd the policy and the actual phrasing of the Government White Paper (that led 

to the Parliamentary Act) echo Hardin's thesis 0 [1 the Trage(~}) o.lthe Commons and , 

thereby, all the historical baggage that it carries. Compare Hardin's formulation: "It 

is to be expected that each herdsman will try to keep as many cattle as possible 0[1 

the commons'" As a rational being, each herdsman seeks Lo maximize his gain" , 

with the words of the White Paper: "Under our communal grazing system, it is in no 

individual's interest to Iimit the number of his animals" . 11 Similar interpretations 

are found in the World Bank documents supporting the policy. In reality, the 

situation in the graz ing lands required a more histor ically and socially situ ated 

analysis to explain what was going on than a simple case of rational, self-interestcd 

herdsmen. This cannot be elaborated here but the story includes a reduction of 

political authority at sub-district levels, changing patterns of herdi ng consequent on 

the use of permanent wells, and the contradictions emergent from a combination of 

private well use and public land (Peters 1994). 

A si milar misleading use of the enclosure model - particu larly the inherent 

superiority of private over communal ownersh ip of land - is seen in other colonial 

territories. In Kenya, for example, administrators of the 1920s and 1930s "routinely 

argued that the economic horizons of the Africans ,., were lim ited by their primitive 

'communal' practices" , a mode of thinking that produced the plan for privati zing 

large areas of land (K ingston-Mann 2003: 23). T he postcolonial governments, 

however, also made use of similar notions in pursuing newer fOIms of privatization 

and appropriation (Sh ipton 1988). 

In sum, we see how ideas about the 'commons' were developed in 18th and 

19th century England, given considerable legit imacy by many historians and social 

scientists , and, although also criticized by other historjans and social scient ists, 

passed into a realm of conventional wisdoms about the relation between human 

beings and land. Some of these ideas acquired a technical gloss - as models - and 

influenced policy and practice in places far removed from Britain. 

I I 	The similariti es may al so be due to a more direct in vocati on of the Hardin thesis according to a 

paper publi shed in 1993. The author quotes an ad vi ser to the Bo tswana Government recalli ng 

another ad viser bringing up "thc tragedy o f the commons" idea in the earl y phase of the po licy 

planning (Roe 1993: 364) . 
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The turn to en rir nment by hisl ry, anthropology and 0 h rs, has revealed 

considerably mor 'travel ing ideas" . Th corrent historiography and thnography 

of Southern Africa, ~ r exampl , hav been funda mentally influenced by the 

analysis of how colonial and postcolonial ideas about soil erosion, land management, 

d forest ation productive agricultu re, and so forth were sbaped in great part by ideas, 

techniques and bureaucratic organization taken from Britain, the US, and India. I2 

In the earli er years of colonialism, these were oft n clothed in a moral istic garb 

and/or evolutionary terms, in oking stages of human or social development. Later, 

mirroring the institutionalization of scientific research and its lise in policy, some 

ideas ere framed in technical terms. The approach to soil erosion, for example, 

drew on the analyses of the US 'dust-bowl' phenomenon in the 1930s but by the late 

20th century, was more influenced by the newer trends in ecological sciences. 

The enormolls literature centering on the influential thesis of the "Tragedy of 

the Common" is but one example of the ways in which ideas about the environment 

have been incorporated into ocial sciences and history - with positive and negative 

effec t '. Hardin's influential thesis simu ltaneou Iy apocalyptic and rational, has made 

the " tragedy of the commons ... part of the conventional wisdom in environmental 

studie , resour e scien e and policy, economics, ecology, and political science" 

(Feeny et al. 1990:2), as well as a dominant motif in livestock and range policy in 

Africa. As argued above, its rootedn ss in European interpretation of individual 

self-inter t and its cJ se cousinship to a powerful theory ab out the English 

enclosllres have r suIted in serious misapplications in the world of policy, from 

Rus ia to Afri a. Despite a large literature challenging the thesis on theoretical 

nd emplrical gr unds,I3 a literature that has led Hardin himself to accede to the 

criticisms by admitting that, the title of my 1968 paper should have been 'The 

Tragedy of the Unmanag d Commons' " (1 991: 178), the thesis' application to 

communally owned property is still invoked by policy-makers and others around the 

world. 

The ability of many ideas to b come 'conventional wisdoms' and seductir 

narratives' has been shown in a whole range of interpretations of the environment 

12 For example, Beinart 1984, 1989; Leach et al 1996. 


13 See, among others, Godwin and Shepard 1979, Kimber 1981 , Runge 1981. National Academy of 


Sciences 1986. McCay and Acheson 1987, Peters [987, Berkes 1989, Feeny et at. 1990,0 lrom 
1990, McKean 1992. 
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in Africa (Leach and Mearns 1996, Hoben 1995). A recent arena for these debates 

about appropriate analytical frame works for hu man-env ironment interactions 

is the burgeoning fi eld of community-based and par ti cipatory natural resource 

development. But the phenomenon of such t raveling ideas is not rest ricted to 

Africa. McNeill wondered in a recent essay: how did "the soil conservation gospel 

developed in the U.S. in the 1930s ... fit into new contexts" when it was "fervently 

exported to Africa, China, and elsewhere" ,or "how did Dutch ideas about water 

management, formed in a very distinctive environment, translate into the Indonesian 

archipelago'?" (McNei ll 2003: 8). 14 

IV Lntensified Exploitation of the Environment 

[ propose tha t one of the sou rces of the impetus for soc ial scie ntists to 

incorporate environmental analysis more systematically into their studies is the 

intensification of natural resource exploitation across the world. The sign ificance fo r 

social scientists and historians Jies in the centrality that resource struggles have in 

many parts of the world. For many developing and midd le income countries, natural 

resources are of cri tical importance in their efforts to ratchet up their economies and 

much of their development policy becomes focused on the resources. Unsurprisingly, 

this in turn affec ts many people already living on and from those same resources. A 

common result is competition and social conflict among groups and between groups 

and governments. The pronounced turn by development agencies to environmental 

concerns during the 1980s produced increased pressures on developing and middle 

income countr ies, oiten in the form of 'conditionalities' , to promote various forms 

of environmental protection. Also from the 1980s to date, trends in world trade, in 

global movements of capital and labor, and rising populat ions have all produced 

increased income disparities within and between nations, and have resulted in two 

key results: intensified use of natural resources by poor and middle income people; 

and intensified large-scale exploitation funded largely by transnational sources. 

These converg ing trends -- nat ional governments depe nding on natural 

resource exploitation for economic growth, international and nationa l pressures for 

14 	 Some answers to such questions can be found in the work of Beinart and Lansing, respectively, 

onc a social historian, one an ecological anthropologist. 
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environmentally sustainabl devel pment, the d pendence on natural resources for 

basic Liveli hood by millions 0 poorer people, and globalized patterns of large-scale 

resource exploitation -- have produced an often explosive situation . In Malaysia, a 

tTongly centra lized government and powerful individual and corporate busin 5S 

agents have converted enormous areas of th country' s forested lands into logging 

and mining concession and tourist centers such as golf courses. In so doing, they 

have displa ed indig nOllS g roups, c using conside r ble social di sruption and 

g nerating a ounter move by the groups, supported by nat ional and international 

organizations (Nicholas 2000, Dentan et al 1997) , and ra ised cons iderable fears 

about environ menta l damage. There are similar pattern in Indone ia, where a 

policy of mass ive state -sponsored migration from crowded areas like Java to less 

densely settled reas uch as Born 0 where culture and production patterns are quite 

different ha" exacerbated c ntl ict. 

In many countries the ef orts to promote a "cons rva tion and development" 

approach, designed to prov id live l ihoods to rural people at the same time as 

protect ing en ironmen ts , have al so genera ted soc ial con flic t . The kinds of 

projects promoted under this rubric incl ude community-based forestry or wildlife 

management land m anagement schemes, and eco-tourism. All depend on the control 

of land and landed resources. The confl icts emerge bet\veen groups claiming greater 

authority over the land and its resour e targeted for developm nt', conflicts that 

often turn on c1aims of who is truly local or indigenous contrasted with 'strangers' 

or immigrants' (Moore 1993, Peluso 1995, Amanor 1999 Worby 2001, Nyambara 

2001, H ammar 2001). Researchers have identified other social effects of intensified 

intervention into localized resources by governments or other agenci s, whether 

for demarcati ng conservation areas, exploitation such as logging, or establishing 

community projects for sustainable management of environmental resources. One 

is the implication for governance -- groups of people within a nation see themselv . 

as oppressed by their government and seek ways of resisting. Second is the way in 

which environmental discourses figure more prominently in socio-political struggles. 

both at local and national levels. A third is that , all too often, government projects 

in the nam of 'decentralization' or 'participatory development' result in extending 

rather than diminish ing the reach of the state into local systems (Moore 1993, Li 

1999, Schroeder 19 9) . 
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Competition over land and landed resources in Afi-ica 

For elaboration of these points, I tu rn to research on Africa. The ed itors of a 

recent volume on social history and African enviJ-onments state that. the "rich new 

literature [onJ African environmental history" reflects, in part, " mounti ng economic, 

political and mora l argument about the fate of the continent's wild life , fo rest, 

pasture and water resources" (Beinart and McGregor 2003: 1). This resonates with 

a recent conclusion by J. R. McNeill about environ mental history more generally. He 

says, the " interest in environmental history depends, in large part, on anx iety about 

contemporary social problems [and] ecological concerns abroad in society" (2003: 

43). 

The point made about "mounti ng· .. argume nt" about Africa's resources is 

echoed forcefully in the foUowing. Besteman and Cassallell j conclude that, "Behind 

most of the continent' s current poli tical crises lie h idden wars for access to and 

control of producti ve resources" (1996: ix); and Buij tenhuijs insists that "civil 

wars [such as those in Rwanda and BurundiJ are as much peasant wars as they are 

ethnic wars'" [t] he age-old peasant concern with land stares social scientists in 

the face" (2000: 1l9). Both these statements, which echo the conclusions of many 

other writers on Africa, rem ind us that many conflicts labeled 'political' or 'ethnic' 

are si multaneously, and sometimes fundamentally, resource straggles. In reverse, 

however, many confl icts over land aJ1d landed resources are as much about legitimate 

authority as about the resources themselves (cf. Berry 2002) . 

Research reveals these socio-political struggles over resources to be taking 

place at several levels - from the most local through sub-national to national and 

transnational. The cha!lenge for research is to identify these and the cross-level 

interact ions. Only a brief review of some of the main findings is possible here. 

Studies fro m across Africa doc ument rising competition and confl ict over 

land and landed resources over the past couple of decades, due to intensification 

of cult ivation and other uses by people attempting to resist the effects of reduced 

incomes and higher food prices (the consequences of structural adjustment. market 

li beral ization, and patterns of global tTade), as well as reflecting an accelerated 

commercial use. The compet.ition also derives [rom movement of groups w ithin 

countries (Odgaard 2003 for Tanzan ia, Worby 2001 for Zi mbabwe), commod ification 

of agricu lture (Bassett 1993, Amanor 1999), and alienation of land for plantations, 
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parks and reserves. A furt her se t of influences co me s from the abili ty of 

"economically and politically powerful actors" to take unfair advantage of programs 

of titl ing and registering land as well a to engage in more overtly illegal acts of 

appropriation. A study in Kenya found that, central to unequal a c s to land was, 

" the capacity of the patron- lient chains that li nk the national elite to the local level 

to gain control over r source that offer pportunities for accumul tion' (Southgate 

and Hulme 2000: 112). Tlus 11a been demonstrated, too, by Klopp 2000 for Kenya, 

Besteman 1999 for Somalia Myers 1994 for Mozambique, Will iams 1992 for Nigeria 

(among other ). 

Some of the stud i s cho th his tory of the appropr iat ion of the English 

comm ons. Thus a serie of studies in Kenya shows social struggl s over land that is 

claim d by the state (as 'public' land), by politi ally connected ind i iduals who are 

able to gain prefi r ntial access to government document and legal process, and by 

vari us gr ups of small farmers and traders who have set up their far ms or store 

on land they c n ider ' their '. Maoy of these social contest are losely connected 

to polit ical aUi nces and rivalries at local d istrict and national levels, The strategies 

fo llowed by th different actors also echo the stories of the Engli h enclosures: the 

politically powerful use their acee s to state bureaucracies and legal process as well 

a outright violenc to appropriate key resources , while the mass of small users 

tum to public medja to alert the public to cand 1 send letters and oille ppeals to 

gOY rnment and civil society leaders, organize public protests, and al so use sabotage 

(bu rning down buildings , teari ng down fences), and violence in response to being 

evict d by the powerful (Klopp 2000 2002). 

Community-ba ed natural resour e management 

A very different phenomenon that is having effects on how peopl gam access 

to land and on broader social and political dynamics is the policy turn towards 

community-b cd natura l resource management. In principle, this policy turn is 

a reversal of the kind of conv nt ional wisdom about the inherent inefficiency of 

collectively or 'com munally' held resources desc ribed above. Community-based 

management is an explicit reject ion of resource control by the central state, which 

was the norm under coloni lism and under most post-colonial states. The new 

approach is based on ideas of participation by people in their own 'development', 
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and on the proposition that the most local users of resources are likely to be better 

stewards of them than a distant state. Tn practice, the ongoing research coming out of 

frica reveals that this move is more ambiguous - in some cases, local groups have 

benefited but in many, the community-based projects bave intensified rather than 

reduced conflict over valuable resources, and have increased rather than diminished 

dependency. 

The ma in rat iona le fo r communi ty-based resource management projec ts 

is to protect environmentally valuable resources (species, ecological systems, 

"biodiversity" ) without damag ing people' s livelihoods; th at is, to co mbi ne 

conservation with development. This paired goal is far from accepted so that there 

are heated debates about the pros and cons of "buffer zones" around protected areas, 

the role of commun ity management in enforcing protect ion as well as limits on 

com murlity use of certain resources, and there are also deep divisions of opiruon 

within conservation organi zat ions, many of which provide funds and specialist 

expertise to projects in Afr ica. 

The new orientation towards community-based resource management can be 

positive fo r some local groups insofar as it provides a legitimate basis for claiming 

rights to localized control by groups who have been dispossessed of land or whose 

systems of use and r ights have been displaced, ignored or overlaid by central 

governments' systems. Discussions of indigenous knowledge and viable common 

property regimes have also facilitated arguments about better management by local 

groups (than by the state or external agencies), and these, in turn , have combined 

with the discourse and actions related to "democratization" and "civil society" 

participation as well as to "poverty reduction" and "livelihoods approaches" . Thus. 

"community" or grass-roots approaches to environmental management, which will 

combine conservation and development, have found justification in several ways. 

On the other hand, the rhetoric of "community participation" too often has 

been hijacked by governments in projects that sh ift more costs to the local group" 

and that extend state reach rather than giving more rights and freedom to them 

(Schroeder 1999, R ibot 2000, Schafer and Bell 2002). Many authors have pointed 

to this sad paradox of "participatory resource management" becoming a means to 

"administer rather than enfranchise" (Ribot 1999:25 ; cf. Hoben et al 1998). Social 

analysts have also pointed out the problems of the term "community" : that it is 

more "an ideoJogical construct" than "a place" (Silverman and Gull iver 1992); and 
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that spec ifically designated "commun ities" as residential groups are not organic 

wholes but are internally differentiated (Little 1994), so that "participation" ften 

exacerbates inequalilie (Moss 1997). Research rs call for "greater empha is on 

power dynamics, negotiation and ontestation" and for recognition of the fact that 

th "histories of communit ies' are embedded in shi fting state regi mes ·· · and 

changing global markets and connections" (Mehta et al 2001 : 7-8). This emphasis on 

politi al economy echoes the conclusion in Tania Li' s paper on Sulawesi, Indonesia, 

that " it is the grab for land own rship pr peUed by the promise of economic gain 

through the cocoa boom, rather than the deficiency of institutions, that is shaping the 

transformation of livelihoods in Southeast Asia's upland populations" (quoted by 

Mehta et aI 2001:7 ). 

Rese' [ch on Afr ie simi I rly sh ows that many projects d signed to provide 

environmentally sustainable use of re ources have generated or exacerbated conflicts 

over resources, and in some cases have undermined the rights of local groups to land. 

N w schemes to prom te environmental protection along with benefits to locals have 

themselves become ne\v resources over which groups compete and conflict. Kepe 

et al (2001) describe how a government plan for an ecotourism project on the Wild 

Coast of the Eastern Cape in South Afr ica, which was intended to attract foreign 

investment as well as to benefit locals, I d to "major conflicts centred on resource 

tenure" . Repor ls from Cameroun, Tanzania, and Zimbabwe, among other places, all 

provide similar co c1usions (Sharpe 1998, Sheridan 2000, Hammar 2001 , Hughes, 

2001, Dzingirai 2003). 

Transnational links in resource exploitation in Africa 

The research di cussed so far - the mounting competition over resources at 

local (village, district, etc) level , and around the new policy turn to community

based projects - consists largely of detailed local studies. A newer set of publications 

focuses 011 the nexus of large-scale resource exploitation, the political strategies 

of state leaders and their cliques, the problems of 'shadow' states, and the uses of 

v iolence. This body of research, along with reports appearing in various media 

(newspapers, radio, internet websites), reveals intensifying competition and conflict 

over resources that link the local with the globaL The problems of the postcolonial 

state in Africa have frequently been attributed to 'rent-seeking' by venal political 
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elites, producing ' weak', 'soft' or 'shadow' states in which bureaucratic breakdown 

elite capture and violence are pervasive. 

Newer interpretations of such conditions seek to go beyond explanations in 

terms of venality, or, in a phrase made famous by lean-Francois Bayart (1993), the 

'politics of the bclly' , to identify alternative forms of governing and state formation . 

These alternative form s include a long-established dependence on patronage-based 

control in which leaders make "all iances with local strongmen whom they allow 

to exploit local economic opportunities" , a type of regime labeled 'patrimonial' 

(Reno 1995: 11 2). These opportunities may include funds attached to ministries or 

other bureaucratic ent ities, private corporations, and cross-border trade. A major 

source fo r such patronage is the environment --- forests for logging, and land for 

mining valuable mi neral s or dr ill ing for oil/gas, as well as for game hunting and 

miscellaneous types of tourist business. A critically new element here, faci litated 

by accelerated 'global' mobility of capi ta l, is the "greater reliance [by national 

political cliques) on foreign firms and intermediaries [which] represents a significant 

depar ture from patrimonial dependence on decaying state insti tutions for political 

resources" (Reno 1995: 112). 

More recently, Reno has repeated this conclusion, showing how "pr ivate 

commercial transactions in Africa'" bolster a new internal configuration of power 

in place of formal state bureaucracies ... ·Some rulers of weak states recognize that 

they can manipulate transnational commercial connections and outsiders' willingness 

to recognize them as mediators between local and world economies to accumulat 

wealth and control associates" (2001: 204) . He points to a m uch larger increase 

in foreign investment in precisely those countries in Africa that are considered 

ineligible by the World Bank for loans due to their poor fiscal performance and lack 

of commitment to political-economic refonn. The foreign investors "are attracted to 

compact, valuable and easily transportable natural resources to which the sovereign 

prerogatives of heads of states can allow them privileged access" (2001: 205). This 

is reflected by the increased, rather than decreased, presence of mining compan ies 

from Canada, Australia and South Afri ca in Angola, Chad and the DRC (Democratic 

Republic of the Congo) (i bid.). Similarly, oil and mineral companies, logging 

compan ies, and ecotourism/safari operations are found across these countries of 

Western and Central Africa richly endowed with valuable resources. III her analysis 

of large land concessions granted to private companies for tourism businesses in the 
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Central African Republ ic, Rebecca Hardin (2002) explains why such oncessions are 

frequently a source of social conflict. First the politics of granting and establish ing 

concession ' is marked by 'forms of patronage th t mediate, rival or ven replace' 

the authority of state agencies, and that frequentl y ombin w ith " identity [or 

ethn ic politics that align rival r ie at local or regional levels with those at national or 

international level " so destabilizing already volati le situations. Se ondly, politically 

unstable tates enable companies to enjoy unrivalled domi nance" and patron-eli nt 

connections with persons able to ta ke advantage of the tate' s fragmentat ion. 

AJong with the increasingly important transnational networks li nking ruling 

elites (and their trategically placed allies among local I aders) to foreign companies, 

other agenc ies, and governments com s severe competition that , all too often, 

escalates into violence (Bayart et a1. 1999) . Th e cu rrent mayhem in the for mer 

Zaire (0 w DRC) i well known to resu lt from the attempt by groups within and 

aero s countries to control the minerals forests and other resources. Da id Moore, 

for example discusses thi in rela tion Lo Z imbabwe and the geopolitics of the 

region and to what he caUs the triple cri sis 0 modern isation" , namely, primitive 

accumulation, nation state formation and democratization, as the essential c ntext 

in which to understand the resource wars (2001; cf. Duffield 2001).1 5 Michael Barrett 

al so descr ibes how rul ing clites construct rel at ionsh ips with non-African states, 

tran national corporations and international organ izations in order to stabilize or 

strengthen their weak control over their territories, as well as to acquire resources 

and wealth putatively for the state but more oft n tor themselves (2001 , 52; cf. Cooper 

2002, 105). These strategies, followi ng Bayart (1993) are called "extroversion". 

Tn Angola, the negativ political heri tage of Portuguese colonialism combined 

with the refusa l of rival nat ionalist movements to give up their aim of "absolute 

power" Hodges 2001: 8) produced a civil war fi nanced by the huge oil and diamond 

re erves, oil under the contr 1 of the government, and diamonds largely under 

control 0 th rebel opposition, UNITA. The case of Angola may be extreme but it 

parallels affairs in other countries such as the internecine conflicts over minerals 

in DRC by numerous factions wi thin that country and neighboring countries, over 

djamonds and other minerals in Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea, over logging in 

these and other West African countries such as Cameroun , and in Nigeria over oil. In 

all th e case , the political machinations 0 ru ling elite (some of whom rise and fall 

in the conflicts) have to be seen not merely as in ternal to a country or region but as 

http:2001).15
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closely linked with the global political economy, specifically with companies, foreign 

governments , and other private agents eager to exploit Afr ica's resources and to 

sell arms and various other goods in return. Researchers, other writers, and various 

internet sources, all emphasize these transnational networks. This is the point that 

has led to theoretical shifts towards seeing the proliferation of resource exploitation, 

political appropriation, and diversifi cat ion of income st rategies that range from 

"informal" to illicit, as not a simple regression or descent into chaotic disorder but 

as new/renewed accumulation and new forms of governing. Reno goes so far as to 

claim that 'weak' states persist "because they and their private fi rm partners continue 

to benefit from and manipulate their juridical equality with other states, even though 

[they] lack centralized systems of government and do not provide much in the way of 

collective goods to citizens" (2001: 214). 

It remains to be seen how long such rapacious regimes can be sustained. The 

more general point to be taken [rom this literature is the central role played by 

environmental resources in both 'dirty wars' and transnational business in parts 

of sub-Saharan Africa. 

In conclusion, whether the cases of socio-political competition and confl ict over 

environmental resources concern transnational dea ls between self-serving Mrican 

leaders and multinational groups, or commUJl ities - however defined - fighting over 

loca lized resources, or manoeuvres over decentralized resource management projects 

... all behoove the ana lysts to situate social and historical analysis in particular 

environments and to be wary of interpretations that 'travel' too far from their 

original context. 
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